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Topics to be discussed:

1. Network Basics
2. Cable Making
3. Cable Testing
4. Cable Tracing
5. Cable Labeling
6. Cable Management
1. Network Basics

M - Modem
R - Router
S - Switch
PC - Personal Computer
ISP - Internet Service Provider
2. Cable Making

Useful Links Step by Step:
https://www.wikihow.com/Crimp-Cat-5
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/how-to-make-your-own-ethernet-cable/

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3DmOPrmBio
3. Cable Testing

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3DmOPrmBio
4. Cable Tracing
5. Cable Labeling

Modem at both ends

Router at both ends

Switch at both ends

PC 1 at both ends

PC 2 at both ends

Or something more fun like book characters, for example Cookie Monster 1
6. Cable Management